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Setting your money goals
(means goals)

Goal setting
We often set goals for things that we think
other people expect from us, for a life that
society expects us to live. The problem is
that those are mostly means goals. There
is a difference between an end goal and a
means goal. End goals are goals that truly
lead to happiness, while means goals just
get us closer to what really makes us happy.
If we start by focussing only on our means
goals, we often miss out on the opportunity
to be truly satisfied and happy. Your first
step, or starting point, should be by setting
end goals, and then work towards achieving
them. End goals can be categorised in
3 categories: experiences, growth and
contribution.

Experience
Think about the most beautiful experiences that would really give you joy. These could include
falling in love, raising children, playing with your grandchildren, travelling, creating something,
and learning new things.

The second step is to decide on your money goals. These are the goals that will allow you to
reach your end goals and help you on your journey towards financial health. They should be
specific and realistic so that you will have the means to achieve your overarching end goals. See
them as the steps you need to take. These money goals will give direction to your money plan.

Making your money goals smart

Growth
To be the person who can have these experiences, ask yourself who you need to become.
To become the best version of yourself, write down a list of how you want to grow and the skills
you want to learn. Your growth should be a goal in itself.

Smart goals are specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and timely. Then you know exactly
what you are working towards and can track your progress. Just setting your money goals is
already an achievement.
Break down your goals into: short-term, medium- and long-term goals.

Contribute
Think how you could give back to the world, if you could have all these incredible experiences
and be the best version of yourself. Giving is often one of the surest paths to happiness. It is a
way you can make a difference in the world and find fulfilment.

Money goals

My end goals
Experiences

Growth

Contribution

short-term goal
0 – 24 months
Examples: pay off short-term debt, pay off student
loan, emergency savings, furniture and appliances,
home improvements, holiday, wedding

money
goals
long-term goal
10 years +
Examples: pay off house,
retirement savings, child’s
college or university
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medium-term goal
3 – 5 years
Examples: education,
buy a car, pay off debt,
house deposit
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Becoming
financially healthy
Being financially healthy isn’t about how much money you earn, but what you do with the
money you have. Becoming financially healthy isn’t a once-off event. It’s a series of small
financial steps and decisions, which over time become valuable.
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Creating a
money plan
Once you have chosen your money goals, you can work out a money plan to reach them.
Steps to make your money plan work for you:
1. Set your money goals
2. Understand your income
3. Understand your expenses
4. Categorise your expenses as fixed or variable
5. Identify unnecessary expenses
6. Draw up a plan to cut unnecessary expenses
7. Track your money plan

Why is a money plan important for your
financial health?
It helps you to manage your spending so that you have more money available for saving and
unexpected costs. Once you take control of your spending, you can save and plan for the
future and start building wealth.
Note:
Include the income, expenses and obligations of all the members of your
household when compiling your household money plan.
Use the following example of the household money goals and money plan Mandla and
Thandiswe have, to help you work out your own money plan.

Fixed expenses:

notes

Variable expenses:

Rent
R3 500
Groceries
R3 000

School fees
R2 000

Transport
R1 400

Funeral cover
R100

Electricity
R300

Car insurance
R400

Clothing
R1 000

Life insurance
R500

Cellphone (pre-paid)
R600

Thandiswe’s mother
R1 000

Bank costs
R100

Personal loan
R1 500

Credit card
R200

Mandla and Thandiswe
Mandla (30) and his wife, Thandiswe (28), have 2 children in primary school.
He works for a national employer and earns a net salary of R14 000 per month;
this is after tax, medical aid and UIF have been deducted. Mandla also contributes
to a retirement fund through his employer. Thandiswe earns R7 000 per month
after deductions. She does not contribute to a retirement fund through her
employer.
Mandla pays off R1 500 per month on a 48-month personal loan, which he took
up just over 2 and a half years ago to finance 50% of the purchase price of a
second-hand car. He saved carefully for 3 years until he was able to pay 50%
of the purchase price of a reliable car. Mandla also has a credit card with a low
balance and repays R200 per month. Thandiswe doesn’t have any debt.

Mandla (30)
R14 000

R21 000
income

Thandiswe (28)
R7 000

The rest of their expenses are split between fixed and variable expenses. Fixed
expenses are costs that don’t change. Variable expenses are those expenses that
can differ every month.
Mandla travels to and from work in his car for one week of the month as he is also
in a lift club consisting of 4 individuals. Thandiswe and the children make use of
public transport for work and school.
Thandiswe’s mother, who is a pensioner and takes care of the children after
school. They pay her R1 000 per month. She lives nearby.
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Creating a
money plan (continued)
Thandiswe saves R700 (10% of her
income) per month towards retirement.
Since her employer does not contribute
or deduct retirement contributions on
her behalf, she makes sure that she
pays this every month with a debit order
that goes off her bank account directly
after her salary is paid into the account.

They also pay R500 per month extra
into Mandla’s personal loan whenever
they can. By paying back the loan
quicker, they will save on the total cost
of credit. R500 extra each month will
also help Mandla to repay the loan in
12 months instead of the remaining
17 months.

Mandla and Thandiswe also save
R1 200 every month for an emergency
fund. Their emergency savings goal is
R42 300, which will cover 3 months'
expenses in case of unplanned events
or a crisis. They have already saved a
total of R28 000.

In about a year Mandla and Thandiswe
will have repaid the personal loan and
reached their emergency savings goal.
Then they will be able to add the extra
money (that they currently pay into the
emergency savings fund and on the
personal loan) to their monthly savings
for a home loan deposit. This will add
R3 200 to their deposit per month and
will help them to reach their goal within
3 years.

A year ago they also started saving
R2 000 per month for a deposit of
R200 000 to buy a house. They want
to apply for a mortgage loan in 3 years’
time.

They know this will be difficult, but are
determined, and plan to increase their
monthly savings annually when they get
their salary increases.
Mandla and Thandiswe make sure that
they track their monthly expenses to
allow for some family fun. They have
R1 000 available for non-essential
expenses, such as entertainment, after
their necessary expenses and savings
have been taken care of.

This is what Mandla and Thandiswe’s money goals look like:

Short | 0 – 24 months

Medium | 3 – 5 years

Long | 10 years +

Goal
Achieve emergency savings goal
of R42 300 in a year.

Goal
Reach house deposit goal of
R200 000 in 3 years.

Goal
Pay off home loan.

How?
Continue to save R2 000 every month.

Get a home loan to buy first
home in 3 years.

Plan for children's college or university
education.

Goal
Pay off personal loan in next
12 months.
How?
Pay R500 extra per month.

How?
Increase monthly savings by
R3 200 to R5 200 when personal
loan and emergency savings goals are
reached.
Increase monthly savings when salaries
increase.

Grow retirement savings .

How?
Review budget regularly to plan for the
long-term.

Track your
actual spend
in the following
month to see if
you were able
to stick to your
budget and to
help you make
changes where
needed.

Increase monthly debt repayments or
savings when salaries increase.

Maintain a good credit record by
meeting commitments on time and
using credit wisely.

Look at Mandla and Thandiswe’s money plan to help you work out your own money goals and
money plan. The first step is to understand your current position by categorising your income
and expenses in the columns of the money plan.
Once you understand your current position, you can complete the budget column. Cut back on
unnecessary expenses to make more cash available for your financial goals. It is usually easier
to cut back on variable expenses than fixed expenses.
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Mandla and Thandiswe’s money plan
Basic needs

Wealth creation

What are our basic needs end goals?

What are our wealth creation end goals?

Salary
Other income:
Total income:

To look after our family and to meet their essential needs.
To ensure our children receive a good education.

Basic needs money goals

Expenses

Where can we cut down on expenses?

Fixed/Variable

R

R

R

R

R

Bond

R

R

R

R

R

Pension fund

Transport – taxi/bus/
train

Variable

R1 400

R

R

R

R

R1 200

Fixed

Emergency savings

R

R

R700

Fixed

Retirement

R

R

R

R

R

R

R3 500

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R2 000

Variable

House deposit

R2 000

R

R

R

R

R500

Variable

Loan payment

R100

R

R

R

R

R

Financial goal

Levies

R

R

R

R

R

R

Financial goal

Rates and taxes

R

R

R

R

R

R

Stokvel

R1 000

R

R

R

R

R

Other

R300

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Fixed

Electricity and water

Variable
Fixed
Variable

Fixed
Variable

Other

Lifestyle money goals

Expenses

R1 000

Crèche/Aftercare

Paying off personal loan
early to save more money
for a deposit on
a house.

Fixed/Variable

Actual

R3 000

Bank fees

Where can we cut down on expenses?

Budget

Variable

School fees

%

Track

Variable

Medical expenses

% income we aim
to spend on basic
needs

Track

Clothing

Rent

%

Budget

We want to create a loving home for our family and one day retire financially independent so that
we can experience new things.

Groceries

Transport – fuel

% income we aim
to spend on basic
needs

Actual

R14 000
R7 000
R21 000

Total

Repay credit card

R

R

R

R

R

R

R12 300

R

R

R

R

R4 400

%

%

%

%

21%

% spent

15,7%

%

%

%

%

4,8% % spent

Fixed
Variable

Holidays

R

R

R

R

R1 000

% spent

Total

R1 500

R

R

R

R

R

R200

R

R

R

R

R400

Fixed

Medical aid
Life cover

R

R

R

R

R

R200

Fixed

Funeral cover

Entertainment

Variable

R1 000

R

R

R

R

R400

Fixed

Car insurance

Cellphone

Variable

R600

R

R

R

R

R

House insurance

TV licence/DStv

R

R

R

R

R

R

Household insurance

Family donations

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Furniture account

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Clothing account

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Other

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Other

R

R

R

Expenses

Fixed/ Variable

Actual

Budget

Track

To have fun as a family and contribute to the community.

Budget

Actual

Fixed/Variable

Expenses

%

% income we aim
to spend on wealth
creation

%

% income we aim
to spend on wealth
creation

Where can we increase
our protection?

Protection money goals

Protection

Lifestyle
What are our lifestyle end goals?

Track

Buy a home for
our family.

Other
Total

58,6%

R3 300

Where can we increase
our wealth?

Investments

% spent

Total
Loan repayment

Education

Wealth creation, money goals

Total expenses:
R20 000
Income – Expenses =
Surplus/Loss
R1 000

Remember
•• If you earn a variable income, plan for this by taking the average net income into your bank account over the last 6 months. Ignore annual bonus months

What are our financial protection end goals?

To know that our family is protected when unexpected events occur or tragedies happen.

•• Saving: Speak to a Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) registered financial adviser to help you determine how much you should save
monthly to meet your retirement goals. Also put money aside for emergencies and your other goals

•• Yearly expenses: Make a list and spread the cost over 12 months. These expenses may include your TV licence and car licence and service

•• Surplus: It means you have money left to increase your savings if you are not yet saving enough. You can also spend it on wants, but before
spending on wants, think about your money goals first

•• Replacement expenses and repair work: Plan for these by setting money aside each month for things that may need to be replaced or repaired
someday, such as your fridge

•• Shortfall: It means you spend more than you earn. Have a look at your expenses, especially your variable expenses. Check if there are unnecessary
expenses and see where you can cut back on wants
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My money plan
Basic needs

Wealth creation

What are my basic needs end goals?

What are my wealth creation end goals?

Salary R
Other income: R
Total income: R
Basic needs money goals

Expenses

Where can I cut down on
my expenses?

% income I aim to
spend on basic
needs

%

% income I aim to
spend on basic
needs

%

Where can I cut down on
my expenses?

Fixed/Variable

Actual

Budget

Track

Track

Budget

Actual

Fixed/Variable

Expenses

Groceries

R

R

R

R

R

R

Bond

Clothing

R

R

R

R

R

R

Pension fund

R

R

R

Emergency savings

Transport – taxi/bus/
train

R

R

R

R

R

R

Retirement

Transport – fuel

R

R

R

R

R

R

Education

Rent

R

R

R

R

R

R

Investments

Medical expenses

R

R

R

R

R

R

Financial goal

School fees

R

R

R

R

R

R

Financial goal

Bank fees

R

R

R

R

R

R

Financial goal

Levies

R

R

R

R

R

R

Financial goal

Rates and taxes

R

R

R

R

R

R

Stokvel

Bank fees

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Crèche/Aftercare

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Other

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

R

R

R

R

R

R

Total

Total

% spent

%

%

%

%

%

% % spent

% spent

%

%

%

%

%

%

% spent

R

R

R

R

R

R

Loan repayment

R

R

R

R

R

R

Medical aid

Repay credit card

R

R

R

R

R

R

Life cover

Holidays

R

R

R

R

R

R

Funeral cover

Entertainment

R

R

R

R

R

R

Car insurance

Cellphone

R

R

R

R

R

R

House insurance

TV licence/DStv

R

R

R

R

R

R

Household insurance

Family donations

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Furniture account

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Clothing account

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Other

R

R

R

R

R

R

Other

Total

Total

Wealth creation, money goals
Where can I increase
my wealth?

%

% income I aim to
spend on wealth
creation

%

% income I aim to
spend on wealth
creation

Where can I increase
my protection?

Other

Lifestyle money goals

Expenses

Fixed/ Variable

Actual

Budget

Track

Lifestyle
What are my lifestyle end goals?

Budget

Actual

Fixed/Variable

Expenses

Protection money goals

Protection

Total income: R
Total expenses: R
Income – Expenses =
Surplus/Loss

12 Capitec Bank

Track

What are my financial protection end goals?

R
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Saving
Save smarter
What to save for:

retirement

notes
unforeseen
events

financial
goals

Spend smarter:
• Cut back on wants
• Track your expenses regularly and revise your budget where needed
• Once you have repaid your debt, continue the habit of not using that money by saving the
same amount or a portion of it instead of spending it
• Commit the entire family by sharing your money goals with them
• Bank smarter

notes

Bank smarter
Know what you get, know what you pay.

retirement

medical

house deposit

Look at your bank fees and
see how you can reduce it by:
• Withdrawing cash less often
• Paying by debit card
• Using cellphone banking

accidents

education

death in family

car

Consider this:
• Speak to an FSCA registered financial adviser to help you to make an informed decision on
how much to save for retirement and which product will be best suited to your needs
• A good guide is to save for unforeseen events until you have enough to cover 3 times your
monthly necessary expenses and payment obligations
• Compare interest rates for similar products to choose the product best suited to your needs
• Arrange a stop order or debit order for savings
• Track your savings

Note:
Remember that some employers help you to save for retirement by contributing towards your
retirement and by deducting your contribution before your salary is paid to you.
Other employers don’t contribute on your behalf and it is your responsibility to ensure that
you save enough for retirement. Speak to an FSCA registered financial adviser to help you
make an informed decision. Rather not touch this money. Use your emergency savings for
unforeseen expenses.
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Protect your money
bank card and PIN

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Use your card instead of cash for purchases
Watch out for card skimming
Avoid suspicious ATMs
Report lost/stolen cards immediately
Get SMS transaction notifications

Never share your secret PIN with anyone
Memorise your PIN; never write it down
Don’t give your bank details to anyone
Only give your bank details when you know who is asking for it
Don’t give your card to anyone

Applying for credit
notes

Answer these questions:
•

Is applying for credit the only way I can get what I need?

•

Will the loan uplift me financially, getting me closer to achieving my
long-term goals?

•

As the first step to knowing my financial health, do I know what my
credit report looks like?

•

Looking at my current budget, will I be able to repay the instalments on
time, every time, for the duration of the credit agreement?

•

Can I afford to pay the monthly instalment after deducting necessary
living expenses, insurance and my savings contributions?

•

Is my income and employment stable?

•

Do I know the exact amount I need before applying for credit?

•

Do I understand the full amount I’ll need to pay back when I add all the
fees and interest?

notes

If you answered ‘no’ to any of these questions, you might need to
rethink your decision to get credit.

Credit can be beneficial if it is used to invest in your future, e.g. paying for your studies, buying
a car that is necessary for your work, buying a house or doing home improvements.
Large purchases, such as properties or cars, are regularly bought on credit after saving for a
deposit. But before applying for credit, you must consider a few things.

What is total cost of credit?
The total cost of credit is the total amount that you have to pay on a credit agreement over the
lifetime of the agreement. It includes the:
• original amount borrowed
• interest charged on amount borrowed
• initiation fee
• service fees
• credit insurance

For a term loan
Total cost of credit = monthly instalment x number of months over which the loan must be repaid
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Using credit wisely
and responsibly
Why?
Using credit wisely can help you to:
• build a good credit record to improve your chances of getting credit when you need it most
and at better interest rates, e.g. when buying a house
• be in control of your financial life
• have more money available for your money goals
Not using credit wisely can lead to:
• stress and worry, which can have a negative impact on your family and work life
• not qualifying for credit in the future because of a bad credit record
• over-indebtedness
• your assets being repossessed

4 steps to find the
best offer for you
notes

Look at your money plan to see what you can afford
to pay each month. You shouldn’t have to compromise
on any necessary living expenses, existing payment
obligations and savings in order to afford the debt.

notes

Not all credit providers charge the same. Compare
the options and decide what will work for you. Never
take more credit than you need. Always be completely
honest with the credit provider about your finances.

Make sure you understand the total cost of credit over
the term of the agreement.

Make sure that the credit provider is reputable and
registered. This is important because it means that they
comply with the law and will respect and protect your
rights as a consumer.

18 Capitec Bank
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Your affordability
Use your money plan to check your
affordability.

your income
R
Income* after salary deductions such as tax, policies and medical aid.
*If you receive a variable income, calculate the average net income
received into your bank account for the last 6 months.

Credit rights
notes

You have the following credit rights under the National Credit Act:
• The credit agreement must be clear and easy to read
• A pre-agreement quote is valid for 5 days
• You are entitled to know why your credit application was unsuccessful
• Taking up credit with a registered credit provider means that you have protection against
reckless lending
• Credit provider fees and interest are regulated
• You can get help if you are over-indebted
• You are entitled to one free credit report once a year from the credit bureaus

notes

NCR (National Credit Regulator)
Contact them if you are unsure about your rights 0860 62 76 27

living expenses
R
Deduct all your necessary living expenses.

other payments
R
Deduct all other payment obligations such as existing debt repayments,
insurance and savings.

affordability amount
R
This is the amount of money left to repay the credit. When you know how
much money you can spend on repayments, you’ll know how much credit
you can afford. Remember that you may need to give up on certain wants
when you apply for credit.
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Your credit agreement
Check if the following is in your credit agreement notes
General:
Payments – When and how payments will be made, the number of payments, and the date of
the first and last payments
Statements – How often and in which way statements will be delivered
Insurance (if applicable) – All insurance information, including what will and won’t be covered
Default administration costs – When and how it will be deducted
Addresses for receiving documents – Include personal details of
all parties
Penalty interest – Information about the interest charged on late payments
Marketing option – The option to be excluded from telemarketing campaigns, marketing or
consumer lists
Annual credit limit increases – Discuss automatic increases of credit limits for credit
facilities
Credit bureaus – Information on the reporting of your information

Your rights:
Consumer’s right to cancel – Specifies the conditions of a termination, including the
surrender of goods
Early settlement – States your rights and obligations should you choose to pay your loan early
The right to apply for debt counselling

Credit provider’s rights:
The right to terminate – Specifies the conditions of such a termination
Right to recover goods and to enforce the agreement
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Conditions apply. Fees include VAT.
All information correct at time of going to print, 19/09/2018, and subject to change.
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